CALL TO LECTURE A CYCLE OF CONFERENCES AND/OR PROMOTE OTHER RESEARCH ACTIVITIES | 2023

The Institute of Sociology of the University of Porto (IS-UP) invites national and international social scientists, with a recognized scientific curriculum of high merit, to submit applications to lecture a cycle of conferences and/or promote other research activities within the scientific areas of IS-UP.

**Scientific area(s):** Sociology or other Social Sciences

**Activities:** Lecture a cycle of conferences and/or other research activities within the scientific areas of IS-UP.

**Timeline:** Between March-July and September 15th-November 15th, 2023.

**Location:** Activities will be preferably carried out at the Faculty of Arts and Humanities of the University of Porto (FLUP) or other places necessary for the execution of the work plan.

**Admission requirements:**

a) PhD in Sociology or other Social Sciences;

b) A scientific curriculum of high merit;

c) External researcher to the IS-UP team.

**Preference conditions:**

a) Experience in scientific areas of IS-UP subgroups of research;

b) Fluency in spoken Portuguese and/or English.

**Financial support:** 3.000€ (payment is subject to a green receipt or foreign receipt).

**Application:**

The application is open until February 6th, 2023, 5p.m. (Lisbon time).

The applications should be formalized, mandatorily, through email to the address investigacaoisup@letras.up.pt, with knowledge to jlopes@letras.up.pt, indicating in the subject the reference "IS-UP | Call to lecture a Cycle of Conferences, 2023", accompanied by the following documents:

a) Curriculum vitae;

b) Copy of the required qualifications certificate(s) (PhD);

a) Detailed Work Plan of activities (up to 10 pages with bibliography);

b) Any other documents that the candidates may consider relevant for the assessment of their merits.